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Abstract: The Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment is a large-scale effort to probe
the absolute neutrino mass scale with a sensitivity of 0.2 eV (90% confidence level), via a precise
measurement of the endpoint spectrum of tritium β-decay. This work documents several KATRIN
commissioning milestones: the complete assembly of the experimental beamline, the successful
transmission of electrons from three sources through the beamline to the primary detector, and
tests of ion transport and retention. In the First Light commissioning campaign of autumn 2016,
photoelectrons were generated at the rear wall and ions were created by a dedicated ion source
attached to the rear section; in July 2017, gaseous 83mKr was injected into the KATRIN source
section, and a condensed 83mKr source was deployed in the transport section. In this paper we
describe the technical details of the apparatus and the configuration for each measurement, and give
first results on source and system performance. We have successfully achieved transmission from
all four sources, established system stability, and characterized many aspects of the apparatus.
Keywords: Spectrometers; Beam-line instrumentation (beam position and profile monitors; beam-
intensity monitors; bunch length monitors); Detector control systems (detector and experiment
monitoring and slow-control systems, architecture, hardware, algorithms, databases); Ion sources
(positive ions, negative ions, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR), electron beam (EBIS))
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1 Introduction
Twenty years ago, the definitive observation of neutrino flavor oscillation [1, 2] established that there
are three distinct neutrino mass states ν1, ν2, ν3, each a coherent superposition of the neutrino flavor
states νe, νµ, ντ . Since then, oscillation experiments have shown that at least two neutrino-mass states
have non-zero mass. The existence of neutrino mass is the first observed contradiction of the Stan-
dardModel, and the mass scale is of great interest in fields from particle theory [3] to cosmology [4].
In the quasi-degenerate regime, where the mass splittings between neutrino states are small
compared to themass scale (m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3), the effectivemass-squared of the electron anti-neutrino
may be defined according to:
m2ν¯e, eff =
3∑
i=1
|Uei |2m2i , (1.1)
where Uei are the elements of the neutrino-mixing matrix connecting the electron neutrino flavor
to the ith neutrino mass state [5]. A small, but non-zero value of m2
ν¯e, eff imprints a shift and shape
distortion on the energy spectrum in β-decays. The tiny signature can best be probed by precision
spectroscopy close to the kinematic endpoint.
Following in a series of neutrino-mass experiments [6, 7], including the Mainz [8] and
Troitsk [9, 10] experiments that set the current laboratory limit of mν¯e, eff < 2 eV (95 % confidence
level), the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino (KATRIN) experiment will soon start to probe the neutrino-
mass scale through this nearly model-independent kinematic method. Like its predecessors, KA-
TRIN will exploit the low Q-value (18.6 keV) and favorable half-life (12.3 yr) of tritium β-decay:
3H→ 3He+ + e− + ν¯e. (1.2)
KATRIN is designed to achieve a neutrino-mass sensitivity of 0.2 eV at the 90 % confidence
level through a high-precision measurement of the integrated endpoint spectrum of tritium β-
decay [11]. Since the experimental observable is the square of the neutrinomass, a ten-fold improve-
ment in mass sensitivity requires reducing statistical and systematic uncertainties by a factor of 100.
The design, commissioning and calibration requirements on the experiment are accordingly severe.
Details of the apparatus are found in section 2. Briefly, gaseous T2 molecules decay within a
strong magnetic field in a windowless source section. The resulting β-electrons are adiabatically
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guided alongmagnetic field lines through an extensive transport section, which reduces tritium flow,
before entering a pair of integrating electromagnetic spectrometers for energy analysis. Low-energy
β-electrons are reflected back towards the source; high-energy β-electrons are transmitted to a silicon
detector on the far side. The kinetic-energy threshold set by the voltage of the second, high-resolution
spectrometer is systematically scanned so as to measure the shape of the integrated spectrum.
Calibration and monitoring tools, including supplementary detectors and a third spectrometer for
high-voltage monitoring, are implemented throughout the experiment.
In this work, we describe a suite of commissioning measurements performed with the entire
KATRIN beamline, demonstrating for the first time that all KATRIN subsystems function together
as a complete experiment. During these measurements, we tested four calibration sources essential
for KATRIN commissioning and running.
In the First Light campaign (section 3), conducted in autumn 2016, we demonstrated the use of
photoelectrons as an electron source (section 3.1), a proof of principle for a planned space-charge
neutralization strategy during neutrino-mass running. The photoelectron source and a second,
pencil-beam electron source were used for detailed alignment and transport studies (section 3.2),
as well as for the first measurement of KATRIN backgrounds induced by a large electron flux
(section 3.3).
In the second part of the First Light measurement phase, we studied ion transport through the
experiment (section 3.4). During neutrino-mass running, T+ ions and tritiated cluster ions, created
as byproducts of tritium β-decay and β-electron ionization, are a potential background source. Our
non-radioactive ion source allowed critical tests of experimental strategies for extracting these ions
from the beamline (section 3.5, section 3.6).
In July 2017, we commissioned KATRIN with 83mKr conversion-electron sources of two
types. Neutrino-mass analysis requires a precise understanding of β-electron transport through
the magnetic flux tube that connects the source section with the detector. The metastable isotope
83mKr, generated through the decay of 83Rb, is an ideal calibration source for these studies, since
the K-line energy is near the tritium β-decay Q-value and the short 83mKr half-life minimizes the
risk of contamination.
In the gaseous 83mKr campaign (section 4), we introduced 83mKr gas to the source section
and used the main spectrometer to scan the conversion-electron lines. This allowed us to study
an isotropic source of electrons with well-defined energies, spatially distributed throughout the
source section. It also provided a baseline measurement of a calibration source that will later be
used to probe local electric potentials in the presence of tritium. We successfully demonstrated all
three beamline electron detectors for the first time (section 4.1), tested our understanding of the
distribution of radioactive gas within our system (section 4.2), measured line shapes (section 4.3)
and established system stability (section 4.4).
During neutrino-mass running, however, the source section will be too cold to permit gaseous
83mKr flow at the desired pressures [12]. A second, condensed 83mKr source, which can be inserted
into the beamline without a time-consuming system warmup, has therefore been installed. We
successfully demonstrated the use of this source for the first time in the condensed 83mKr campaign
(section 5), immediately following the measurements with gaseous 83mKr. The condensed 83mKr
source illuminates a small region of the detector (section 5.1) with a high enough intensity to permit
even the line scans of relatively weak conversion lines (section 5.2), and its stability (section 5.3)
has now been established.
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Figure 1. Engineering drawing of the KATRIN apparatus. Calibration sources used in the beamline are
labeled in boxes.
In these three measurement campaigns, we have established and studied electron and ion
transport through the entire KATRIN beamline; commissioned and characterized both sources
and detectors; and tested our data-taking and analysis methods in preparation for neutrino-mass
measurements with tritium.
2 Apparatus overview
The design specifications of the KATRIN experiment — including sub-eV electron energy resolu-
tion, tritium decay rates at 1011 Bq, minimal β-electron energy loss, and high stability— necessitate
a highly complex suite of equipment, outlined in section 2.1 and depicted in overview in figure 1.
In section 2.2, we describe in detail the electron and ion sources used for these commissioning mea-
surements. Section 2.3 describes the high-voltage system, the auxiliary detectors for calibration,
and the various monitoring systems.
2.1 KATRIN beamline
Figure 1 gives an overview of the major components of the KATRIN experiment. Starting at the
left-hand side of the figure and moving to the right in the downstream direction, the 70 m KATRIN
beamline comprises the following key elements. A rear section (section 2.1.1) for calibration
and monitoring is connected to the windowless, gaseous source (section 2.1.2) into which T2 gas
will be injected during neutrino-mass measurements. The source is followed by two transport
sections (section 2.1.3) — the differential and cryogenic pumping sections — to remove tritium
while adiabatically guiding β-electrons toward the paired integrating spectrometers (section 2.1.4).
Those β-electrons that pass the energy threshold of the main spectrometer are counted in the focal-
plane detector system (section 2.1.5). The data-acquisition system is described in section 2.1.6.
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2.1.1 Rear section
On the rear or upstream side, the KATRIN beamline is terminated by the rear wall: a gold-plated,
stainless-steel disk. Through a central aperture of 5 mm diameter, an electron or ion beam can be
sent through the whole beamline. A dedicated electron gun, which was not yet installed for the
measurements described in this paper, will produce electrons of well-defined energy and pitch angle
with respect to the magnetic field, according to the working principle described in ref. [13]. The
narrow electron beam can be steered into any portion of the flux tube for calibration purposes.
Tritium β-decay in the source (section 2.1.2) naturally produces positive ions, both as decay
remnants and as ionization products from the strong β-electron flux, creating a low-density plasma.
All β-electrons follow the magnetic guiding field either toward the detector or onto the rear wall,
where they are absorbed. The resulting positive plasma potential would generate an ion flux toward
the rear wall, compensating for this charge loss, but such a potential would distort the spectrum
and must be prevented. For this purpose, high-intensity ultraviolet (UV) radiation, similar to the
irradiation source described in section 2.2.2, will be used to stimulate emission of an experimentally
optimized flux of photoelectrons from the gold-plated rear wall. The photoelectrons also increase
the charge density, maintaining the quasi-neutrality of the plasma, which then follows the rear-wall
potential via an ambipolar flux.
2.1.2 Windowless, gaseous source section
The Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) is the entry point of tritium into the KA-
TRIN experiment. Hydrogen gas can be prepared at defined concentrations and isotopic compo-
sition [14, 15], and is then introduced into the 10 m-long WGTS beam tube via the inner loop
system [16], a dedicated injection, circulation and purification system, and circulated through the
WGTS to maintain the stable gas column acting as tritium source. The decay electrons and ions are
guided towards the differential pumping section (section 2.1.3) and rear section (section 2.1.1) by
superconducting solenoids around the beam tube [17]. The 10 m-long beam tube connects at each
end to two pumping chambers interleaved with two 1 m-long vacuum pipes. Neutral gas, e.g. T2, is
evacuated by a total of 14 turbomolecular pumps (TMPs); the pumped gas then flows into the inner
loop system for reprocessing. The TMPs form a first stage of differential pumping, reducing the
downstream gas flow by a factor of 100. For calibration purposes, radioactive 83mKr (section 2.2.3)
can be injected into the last pumping chamber on the forward side of the source cryostat.
In order to achieve temperature stabilization on the required 0.1 % level [11], each of the five
beam-tube segments is equipped with a two-phase cooling system [18–20]. Neon is used during
standard operation at 30 K for tritium data-taking and argon in 83mKr mode at 100 K. The central
temperature sensors can be calibrated absolutely in a region between 28 K and 32 K by means of
a dedicated vapor pressure system. The achieved temperature stability was measured during the
gaseous 83mKr commissioning campaign (section 4.4.4).
2.1.3 Transport section
The transport section, consisting of the Differential Pumping Section (DPS) and the Cryogenic
Pumping Section (CPS), has two primary functions. First, it adiabatically guides β-electrons
from the exit of the WGTS cryostat (section 2.1.2) to the entrance of the spectrometer section
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To the pumping and outer loop systems
Magnet 1 Magnet 2 Magnet 3 Magnet 4 Magnet 5PP1 PP2 PP3 PP4
Flux tube
Figure 2. Layout of the Differential Pumping Section (DPS). Top: the engineering model, seen from the
top, showing the envelope of the flux tube. Bottom: a schematic diagram, seen from the side, indicating
the electrodes. The five distinct beam-tube elements (BT I to BT V) are located within the warm bores of
the solenoid magnets; the four pump ports, which are connected to the pumping system, are in between the
magnets. Each of the elements BT I–BT IV hosts a dipole electrode (gray in bottom panel). BT V hosts a
ring electrode (I) and the Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) device.
(section 2.1.4). Second, it reduces the tritium gas flow by some twelve orders of magnitude in order
to prevent tritium contamination of the main spectrometer, which would elevate backgrounds. In
the following we will describe the characteristics of the two pumping stages.
The DPS is designed to achieve a gas-flow reduction by at least five orders of magnitude
through a series of turbomolecular pumps [21, 22]. Magnetic guiding for β-electrons is provided by
five superconducting solenoids in independent cryostats (figure 2). The DPS beam line consists of
five beam-tube elements (BT I to BT V) placed inside the warm bores of the solenoids, connected
by four pump ports between the magnets. Each pump port is connected with a gate valve to a TMP,
which pumps the tritium gas via a second TMP stage into the outer loop of the closed KATRIN
tritium cycle [11, 23]. Neighboring beam-tube elements of the DPS have a relative horizontal
tilt of 20 ◦ to prevent direct forward beaming of neutral tritium-containing molecules through the
DPS [24], and to enhance the pumping efficiency. Tritium-containing ions might still be guided by
the magnetic field through the DPS beamline, however. To avoid this, a ring electrode is placed
inside the entrance of BT V to block ions, and electric dipole elements — each consisting of two
half-shells with conical ends— are installed inside BT I through BT IV to drift ions out from the flux
tube. As a diagnostic tool, a Fourier transform-ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) device is placed
inside BT V downstream of the ring electrode [25]. The dipole electrode in BT I was installed
following the results of ion tests during the First Light measurement campaign (section 3.6). The
FT-ICR in BT V was not yet operational during any of the measurements described in this paper.
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The CPS [26], the downstream stage of the transport section, must reduce the tritium flow by at
least seven orders of magnitude between its entry and its exit. To achieve this high tritium retention,
the CPS beam tube acts as an approximately 3 m-long cold trap. Seven superconducting solenoids
guide β-electrons adiabatically through the CPS; neutral tritium molecules strike the beam-tube
wall due to the tilt of the second and fourth solenoid magnets by 15° against the spectrometer axis.
There, molecules are adsorbed by a 3 K argon-frost layer. The argon-frost layer provides a higher
binding energy than normal cryo-condensation, as well as a larger surface area (A ≈ 2.57 m2).
To achieve these low temperatures, the cryostat has a nitrogen (77 K) and a helium loop (4.5 K,
1.29 bar). The final 3 K cooling of the cold trap is realized by pumping down the liquid helium
bath of a heat exchanger to 250 mbar. The cold trap will be regenerated after 60 days of operation,
corresponding to a stored tritium activity of 1 Ci at nominal source intensities. A ring electrode for
ion blocking, similar to the one in BT V of the DPS, is positioned at the entrance to the CPS.
2.1.4 Integrating spectrometers
The two tandem KATRIN spectrometers — the pre-spectrometer and main spectrometer — are
of the MAC-E type, operating according to the principle of magnetic adiabatic collimation with
electrostatic filtering [27]. This spectrometer technique has been successfully used to measure
integrated tritium beta spectra in the earlier Mainz [8] and Troitsk [10] neutrino-mass experiments.
Below, we briefly describe the working principle of the MAC-E filter.
Electrons are created in a magnetic field and guided adiabatically along magnetic field lines to
the spectrometer entrance. In this motion, the electron orbital magnetic moment µ is constant as
the electrons travel from a region of strong magnetic field at the spectrometer entrance to a region
of weak magnetic field at the central analyzing plane. The electron momenta are thus rotated to
be nearly longitudinal, producing a broad, collimated beam of electrons whose kinetic energy can
be analyzed by a longitudinal retarding potential. A MAC-E spectrometer can be approximated as
an integrating high-pass filter: electrons with energy below the threshold are reflected upstream,
while electrons surpassing the energy threshold are re-accelerated on the downstream side of the
analyzing plane and recorded by the focal-plane detector system.
The probability for an electron with kinetic energy E and charge q to pass the spectrometer,
with its filter energy qU defined by the retarding potential U, can be described by the transmission
function:
T(E, qU) =

0 E − qU < 0
1 −
√
1 − E − qU
E
2
γ + 1
Bmax
Bmin
0 ≤ E − qU ≤ ∆E
1 −
√
1 − BS
Bmax
E − qU > ∆E
, (2.1)
where Bmin and Bmax are the minimum and maximum magnetic fields. For signal electrons at
18.6 keV, the relativistic gamma factor γ = Eme + 1 ≈ 1.04 can often be neglected in a non-
relativistic approximation. The transmission probability rises from zero to its maximal amplitude
over an energy range that corresponds to∆E , the filter width or energy resolution of the spectrometer
(figure 3). It is defined by the ratio of Bmin to Bmax:
∆E
E
=
Bmin
Bmax
γ + 1
2
. (2.2)
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Figure 3. Transmission function of a MAC-E filter (eq. (2.1)) for electrons from a mono-energetic, isotropic
source with energy E = 18.6 keV; note that the filter energy qU of the spectrometer increases towards the
right. In a setup with Bmax = BS = 3.6 T and Bmin = 0.3 mT, the energy resolution is ∆E = 1.58 eV (solid
black line). For KATRIN, the maximum magnetic field is reached at the main-spectrometer exit with Bmax =
6.0 T > BS, and the energy resolution improves to ∆E = 0.95 eV (dashed red line). For comparison, the
dash-dotted blue line shows a transmission function for an isotropic, non-mono-energetic source, featuring a
Gaussian energy distribution with a 0.5 eV standard deviation.
In the case ofKATRIN, themagnetic-field strength in the source, BS, is lower than themaximum
magnetic field, located in the detector section (section 2.1.5). This leads to an effect known as mag-
netic reflection, which prevents electrons with large pitch angles relative to the magnetic field from
being transmitted, and results in a reduced amplitude of the transmission function. This feature of
the electromagnetic setup improves the energy resolution and reduces certain systematic effects [11].
The retarding potential, provided by the precision high-voltage system described in sec-
tion 2.3.1, exhibits an inevitable radial variation on the order of 1 V across the analyzing plane
of the MAC-E filter: the actual potential is slightly more positive near the spectrometer axis, com-
pared with the values at larger radii, closer to the electrodes. This potential depression is taken into
account in the analysis.
The pre-spectrometer [28] is located between the CPS and the main spectrometer. As designed,
it will be operated during neutrino-mass measurements at a voltage a few hundred volts below
the endpoint energy of tritium β-decay. In this way a large fraction of the β-electrons will be
reflected before they reach themain spectrometer, where they could induce background via scattering
(section 3.3). At the same time, the pre-spectrometer accelerates positive ions out of the flux tube and
prevents them from reaching the main spectrometer. For additional ion blocking, a ring electrode,
identical to the one in the DPS (section 2.1.3), is located in each of the superconducting magnets
on either side of the pre-spectrometer. These ring electrodes are redundant to the ion-blocking in
the DPS and block a small flux of non-tritium ions, which are created in the CPS via ionization
of residual gas by β-electrons. Additionally, the pre-spectrometer provides additional pumping for
any residual neutral tritium.
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When the pre-spectrometer is operated at high potential without having been vacuum-baked,
the elevated pressure of ∼ 10−9 mbar allows strong Penning discharges in the region between the
two spectrometers [29–32]. The pre-spectrometer was therefore kept at ground potential for most
of the measurements presented here.
The KATRIN main spectrometer, located between the pre-spectrometer and the detector sec-
tion, is the largest and most advanced MAC-E-type spectrometer ever built. It performs energy
analysis of β-electrons with high luminosity as well as unprecedented precision and stability.
The main spectrometer is a 23.2 m long stainless-steel vacuum vessel of 9.8 m diameter,
equipped with superconducting solenoids at the entrance and exit to create the magnetic guiding
field. It is operated at a pressure of a few times 10−11 mbar [33]. A normal-conduction air-coil
system [34, 35] around the vessel is used to compensate for the Earth’s magnetic field and for the
fringe fields of the nearby solenoids, and to correct and fine-tune the low-field region of the filter.
The desired filter width, and thus the energy resolution, can be controlled according to eq. (2.2) via
adjustment of these air-coils relative to the superconducting solenoids.
In order to provide the electrostatic retarding potential, the vacuum vessel itself can be main-
tained at a voltage of up toU =−35 kV. A two-layer inner-electrode system, consisting of segmented
rings made out of wire modules, is used to fine-tune the retarding potential. By charging the inner
electrode about 100 V more negative than the vessel wall, low-energy secondary electrons created
on the vessel wall can be repelled from the flux tube.
Since the electrostatic filter potential is of primary importance for precise and stable electron
spectroscopy, the direct-current (DC) component of the high voltage is monitored by a precision
voltage divider on the parts-per-million (ppm) level [36]. In addition, the high voltage is directly
connected to the monitor spectrometer (section 2.3.2), where mono-energetic conversion electrons
from an implanted 83Rb/83mKr source are observed as an energy reference [37]. In section 2.3.1
the high-voltage subsystem is described in detail.
The electromagnetic configuration of the main spectrometer gives rise to several processes
producing background electrons in the region of interest, which have been studied extensively in
prior commissioning work. The dominant background arises from the ionization of highly excited
atoms in the volume [38]. Based on previous commissioning measurements, an average background
rate of 0.5 counts per second (cps) is expected in the detector region of interest when imaging the
full spectrometer volume.
2.1.5 Focal-plane detector system
The Focal-Plane Detector (FPD) system [39] is the final component in the KATRIN beamline for β-
electrons in the energy range of interest. The superconducting pinch magnet completes the MAC-E
filter of the main spectrometer, and the electrons are further accelerated using a post-acceleration
electrode (PAE, at 10 kV) towards a segmented electron detector.
A second superconducting magnet ensures that the flux tube fits onto the surface of the detector.
A calibration system, housed in the space between the two magnets, includes an 241Am γ source
and a Ti disk to serve as a photoelectron source. The disk may also be used as a beamline Faraday
cup, and is equipped with the Precision Ultra-Low Current Integrating Normalization Electrometer
for Low-Level Analysis (PULCINELLA) [39, 40] to provide a current measurement.
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The electron detector is a multi-pixel monolithic silicon p-i-n diode array on a single wafer with
a sensitive area of 65.3 cm2. This wafer is segmented into one central bullseye region surrounded
by 12 concentric rings; the bullseye is quartered, and each ring is divided into 12 segments as can
be seen in figure 11. The 148 detector pixels have equal surface area. This segmentation allows
radial and azimuthal variations in the experimental response function to be incorporated in the
analysis. The pre-amplification stage of the front-end electronics sits directly behind the flange
on which the detector is mounted, in a separate vacuum system at a higher operational pressure.
Analog signals are transmitted from the front-end electronics, at post-acceleration potential, to the
grounded data-acquisition system via plastic optical fibers.
2.1.6 Data acquisition
The KATRIN data-acquisition (DAQ) systems used to collect FPD (section 2.1.5) and monitor-
spectrometer (section 2.3.2) data utilize custom first-level trigger (FLT) and second-level trigger
(SLT) hardware. As described in detail elsewhere [39], each FLT card is equipped with 24
channels of analog signal conditioning and processing, including analog differential receivers with
programmable offsets; programmable amplifiers; bandpass filters; digitizer drivers; serial analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs) with 12-bit precision and a 20-MHz sampling rate; and auxiliary
memory for the ADCs. Each system has an SLT card used to read out data from the FLT cards,
and communicates with a primary DAQ computer via a Gigabit Ethernet interface. The SLT cards
provide timing signals that synchronize the internal counters of the DAQ electronics, allowing
searches for coincident events even between different systems. On-board field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) control acquisition and preprocessing while an additional central-control FPGA
performs synchronization and readout for each card.
The FLT FPGAs support three different data-collection modes. The primary data-taking mode,
energymode, records energy and timing for each event, as reconstructed onlinewith a cascade of two
trapezoidal filters [39, 41]. Trace mode additionally records the 2048-point ADC waveform of each
event. In histogram mode, designed for very high rates, the FLT hardware fills a 2048-bin energy
histogram. By using the FLT’s 64-page, 2048-word ring-buffers, deadtime-free energy-mode rates
of up to 108 kcps can be acquired over the whole detector.
The DAQ hardware is controlled and read out using Object-oriented Real-time Control and
Acquisition (ORCA) software [42]. ORCA, written in Objective-C for the Mac OS X operating
system, uses object-oriented programming techniques to encapsulate hardware elements and DAQ
concepts into software objects. A graphical user interface allows the operator to configure and run
the KATRIN hardware. ORCA is fully scriptable and custom scripts were used extensively during
data collection.
2.2 Ion and electron sources
The four commissioning sources used in this work, summarized in table 1, are located in several
positions along the beamline (figure 1). Moving from the rear toward the focal-plane detector, the
ELIOTT (ELectron impact IOn source To Test the DPS) ion source (section 2.2.1) and photoelectron
source (section 2.2.2), both used in the First Light campaign (section 3) were part of the rear section
(section 2.1.1). The Gaseous 83mKr Source (section 2.2.3), used for the measurement campaign
described in section 4, was introduced into the windowless, gaseous source section (section 2.1.2).
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Table 1. Beamline commissioning sources used in this work.
Source Location Particle Energy (eV) Measurement
ELIOTT Rear sec. D+n 2, 30, or 90 First Light (section 3)
e− 100 First Light (section 3)
Rear-wall photoelectrons Rear sec. e− 100 − 110 First Light (section 3)
Gaseous 83mKr WGTS e− 7000 − 32000 GKrS (section 4)
Condensed 83mKr CPS e− 7000 − 32000 CKrS (section 5)
The Condensed 83mKr Source (section 2.2.4), used for the measurement campaign described in
section 5, was deployed in the cryogenic pumping section (section 2.1.3).
2.2.1 ELIOTT ion source
The ELIOTT ion source [43] was mounted inside the bore of the rearmost superconducting magnet,
behind the rear wall (section 2.1.1). D2 gas was provided as a small, almost constant flow from a
buffer vessel. The gas was ionized with photoelectrons by means of the electrode setup depicted in
figure 4. A 5 mm aperture collimated the ions into a narrow pencil beam entering the beamline. The
ions were presumably D+, D+2 and D
+
3 , but a quantitative understanding of the ion-beam makeup
will require further work modeling the pressure-dependent ion-transformation processes.
The deuterium pressure could not be measured inside ELIOTT due to space constraints, and
must be extrapolated from measurements in the pressure supply. For the ionization procedure
described in figure 4, the D2 pressure was estimated at about 1.2 × 10−3 mbar, 2 × 10−2 mbar and
4 × 10−2 mbar, creating deuterium ions with energies peaking at about 90 eV, 30 eV and 2 eV,
respectively. The 2 eV thermal ions were generated with the ELIOTT hull and the rear wall set to a
slightly positive potential to provide an energy offset.
An electron pencil beam could be produced instead of an ion beam by evacuating ELIOTT and
grounding all electrodes. The photocathode window was set to be more negative than −100 V to
supply the electrons with enough energy for transport.
2.2.2 Rear-wall photoelectron source
For the First Light measurements (section 3), electrons were generated by illumination of the rear
wall with UV light. A mini Z1 water desorption system was used as a photon generator with a
peak intensity at about 253 nm (4.9 eV), as shown in the spectral measurement in figure 5. This is
well above the work function of 4.3−4.5 eV of our samples, but is lower than values of 5.3−5.5 eV
reported for single crystal surfaces [44]. For KATRIN it is most important that the work function
is stable in time and homogeneous over the full area of 140 cm2 [45].
Electrons emitted by the photoelectric effect were accelerated by a bias voltage up to 500 V for
transport through the beamline; the electrons were raised above the FPD detection threshold by the
10 kV post-acceleration potential (section 2.1.5). To reduce the electron rate, the mini Z light was
1RBD Instruments, Bend, Oregon 97701 U.S.A.
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Figure 4. Drawing of the ELIOTT ion source. Left: engineering model of ELIOTT. The UV light from the
lamp (A) is transmitted onto the photocathode window (B), which is gold-coated on the vacuum side and
emits electrons. Right: schematic plot of voltage variation along the ELIOTT apparatus. The photoelectrons
are removed from the window (B) at −1 V and stored with the electrode (E) at −7 V. Most of the ionization
occurs inside electrode (D) at 90 V. The ions are prevented from traveling upstream by the 120 V at electrode
(C), and are partly detected with the ring-shaped Faraday cup (G) at ground potential. The model shows a
shorter distance between ELIOTT and the rear wall (F) than the actual 1 m mounting distance during the
measurement campaign.
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Figure 5. UV part of the spectrum (200−300 nm) of the rear-wall illumination source. Most of the intensity
is well above 4.4 eV, the measured rear-wall work function. The solid line indicates the location of an
expected deep-UV line, outside the measurement range but confirmed via commissioning measurements
with the monitor spectrometer (section 2.3.2).
attenuated via a long, evacuated light path with two 90° elbows, which guided the light into the rear
chamber through a sapphire window.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the 83mKr generator.
2.2.3 Gaseous 83mKr source
The Gaseous 83mKr Source (GKrS) is based on deposition of the parent radionuclide 83Rb into zeo-
lite (molecular sieve) beads. Long-term commissioning with the short-lived 83mKr (T1/2 = 1.8 h) is
simplified since the krypton can be continuously supplied via the decay of the parent 83Rb, which
has a favorable half-life of 86.2 days. For KATRIN the 83Rb is produced at the NPI Řež cyclotron in
the reactions natKr(p,xn)83Rb, using 27 MeV protons at 15 µA beam current. After irradiation, the
83Rb, settled on the target walls, is washed out by de-ionized water and deposited by sorption into 15
zeolite beads (Merck, type 5A) [46]. From such a zeolite source, 80 % to 90 % of the produced 83mKr
emanates into the vacuum at room temperature [47]. Meanwhile, the 83Rb is firmly bound in the ze-
olite beads, minimizing contamination with long-lived isotopes. The 83Rb activity in two sets, each
of 15 zeolite beads, amounted to 1.0 GBq on the first day of the gaseous 83mKr campaign (section 4).
The gaseous krypton generator [48, 49], shown in figure 6, injects the emanated 83mKr into the
WGTS through a pumping port. The generator setup uses stainless-steel VCR components. The
83Rb-loaded zeolite beads sit in the bottom of a well embedded in a cylindrical oven, which is in turn
situated in demountable lead shielding. In this way, the source beads can be baked in order to desorb
residual gases that would otherwise affect theWGTS vacuum. Two sintered filters with 0.5 µm pores
prevent aerosols and small zeolite abrasions, which might contain 83Rb, from diffusing into the
WGTS. A Be window allows detection of γ and X-rays from the 83mKr decay by means of a silicon
drift detector. A regulating valve controls the amount of 83mKr gas injected into the WGTS. Just
before use and during baking, the generator volume is evacuated through the bellows with a TMP.
2.2.4 Condensed 83mKr source
The Condensed 83mKr Source (CKrS) is a thin sub-monolayer film of radioactive 83mKr condensed
on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate with a diameter of 2 cm, cooled to
26 K. The gaseous 83mKr is generated from decaying 83Rb atoms bound in zeolite beads, and then
transferred by diffusion through a gas system and a heatable capillary towards the substrate. The
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Figure 7. Schematic view of the lower part of the CKrS apparatus around the substrate, including the path
of the ellipsometry laser beam. The setup can be moved up and down, thus entering or retracting from the
beamline. Additionally it can be tilted perpendicular to the illustrated plane, enabling the CKrS to scan the
whole flux tube.
HOPG substrate is shielded from condensing residual gas by an inner cold shield at about 16 K and
an outer cold shield at less than 100 K. An overview of the CKrS geometry is shown in figure 7.
In addition to the source and condensation system, the CKrS includes a laser ellipsometry
system [50] to measure the thickness of the layer frozen onto the substrate. This might either be
residual gas or stable krypton, which can be fed into the gas system for ellipsometry tests and
pre-plating of the substrate. Before condensing a film of radioactive krypton onto the substrate,
it is cleaned of residual-gas atoms by heating it to 120 K via diodes and applying a high-powered
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG ablation laser beam.
The CKrS is located in the CPS (section 2.1.3), between the source and the detector, so it
must be moved outside the flux tube during normal KATRIN operation. The entire gas-handling
and ellipsometry apparatus is therefore mounted on a carriage, which can be moved in the vertical
direction along sliding rails. Horizontal motion is achieved by tilting the sliding rails, with their
hinges serving as pivot point.
For future measurements, the CKrS can be placed at a potential of up to −1 kV in order to
shift the electron energy of the K line from 17.8 keV to the 18.6 keV endpoint energy of the tritium
β-spectrum. Further details of the CKrS and its subsystems can be found in ref. [51].
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Figure 8. Block diagram of the high-voltage subsystem, including precision DC monitoring as well as AC
ripple readout and post-regulation. Thick dotted lines surround components at the retarding potential.
2.3 Calibration and monitoring
Various calibration and monitoring components are deployed in the KATRIN experiment. Here
we discuss the high-voltage subsystem (section 2.3.1) with its parallel monitor-spectrometer cali-
bration setup (section 2.3.2), an X-ray detector for monitoring source activity (section 2.3.3), and a
detector for monitoring particles traveling in the flux tube (section 2.3.4). The slow-control system
(section 2.3.5) provides control, monitoring and data management over the entire beamline.
2.3.1 High-voltage subsystem
The retarding high-voltage supply of the KATRINmain spectrometer (section 2.1.4) is crucial to the
overall accuracy of the experiment. As defined in theKATRINdesign report [11], allowed deviations
of the high voltage are at the 3 ppm level, i.e. 60 mV at −18.6 kV. This accuracy requirement applies
even at very high frequencies, due to the short electron transit time through the spectrometer.
The high-voltage systemmust provide the spectrometer vessel with a constant retarding voltage,
while maintaining the whole KATRIN beamline as a Faraday cage with respect to any alternating-
current (AC) ripple. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the system. Precision voltage stabilization
begins with a primary, commercial high-voltage supply unit2 which is stabilized to a 10−4 (∼ 1 V)
2HCP 70M-35000, custom-made by FuG with improved stability and noise, higher programming resolution, and an
interlock system.
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accuracy and feeds the spectrometer vessel via a series resistor of about 22 kΩ. Fast and precise
fine regulation is done by a vacuum triode shunt regulator (ballast) connected directly across the
spectrometer entrance insulator, minimizing stray inductance. The triode shunt is controlled by
a precision regulator, which obtains its setpoint from a 20 bit digital-to-analog converter. The
acquisition of the actual high-voltage value is divided into two signal paths: (1) A fast, non-
attenuatingACpath consisting of a high-voltage decoupling capacitor (the ripple probe), a protection
network and a buffer amplifier, and (2) a slow DC path consisting of a precision voltage divider [36,
52]. The ripple probe is also connected directly across the entrance insulator and has an upper
cutoff frequency on the order of 1 MHz. The post-regulation system not only suppresses 50 Hz
power-grid interference, but also radiofrequency interference from various sources. Frequencies
higher than 1 MHz are effectively shorted by three, 120°-spaced high-voltage filtering capacitors
(7 nF each) across the spectrometer entrance insulator.
During the krypton measurement phases described in section 4 and section 5, the filament
heating transformer of the shunt triode exhibited excessive partial discharges. Therefore, the triode
shunt had to be disconnected from the spectrometer at retarding voltages beyond −20 kV. With
the post-regulation loop disabled, the dominant component of AC interference on the high voltage
was a 50 Hz sine wave of roughly 400 mV amplitude (peak-to-peak) caused by pickup from the
power grid, which must be included into the data analysis model. The post-regulation system will
be retrofitted with an improved transformer.
2.3.2 Monitor spectrometer
As a complementary technique for monitoring the retarding voltage, in parallel to the KATRIN
main beamline, the MAC-E-type monitor spectrometer [37] observes mono-energetic conversion
electrons emitted from a nuclear standard, the implanted 83mKr source. The relative stability of
the measured line energy has been shown to be better than ppm-level over the course of several
weeks [53, 54]. This allows continuousmonitoring of the high-voltage stability throughoutKATRIN
operations. A significant change of the line energy detected by the monitor spectrometer might
indicate an instability of the high-voltage measurement.
Themonitor spectrometer is a stainless-steel vessel, 3 m long and 0.5 m in radius, equippedwith
stainless-steel retarding electrodes and super- and normal-conducting coils to create and shape the
guiding magnetic field. The energy resolution of 0.93 eV for the 18.6 keV electrons is similar to the
energy resolution of themain spectrometer. The retarding electrode systems of themonitor andmain
spectrometer are connected, allowing the same high voltage to be applied at both spectrometers. To
bridge the gap of about 750 eV between the K-32 conversion-electron line energy and the tritium
β-decay endpoint, the implanted 83mKr source is biased by a dedicated power supply which is read
out using a commercial voltmeter.
The electron source for the monitor spectrometer is produced by implanting 83Rb ions into a
HOPG foil [37, 53–56]. Repeated measurements [53] revealed that the spectral line positions of
the electrons emitted from the source change slowly with time. This very small effect is probably
connected with the ageing of the source and with changes of the spectrometer workfunction. This
energy drift is less than 20 meV per month for a concentration less than 6 × 1020 83Rb ions cm−3 in
the source [54]. A very similar linear dependence of energy on the time was also observed for the
strong L3-32 line, which in turn can be used for high-voltage monitoring near 30 kV.
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Figure 9. Left: the implanted 83mKr/83Rb source mounted in the gold-coated holder. Right: a two-
dimensional source activity map measured with a 14 × 14 mm2 Timepix detector.
The source (figure 9) was prepared at the Bonn University mass separator using 83Rb produced
at the NPI Řež cyclotron, using a HOPG foil 12 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm thick. The foil normal
was tilted by 10° relative to the 8 keV mass-separator ion beam in order to reduce the contribution
of channeling effects to the implantation depth. The 83Rb activity was 4.8 MBq, as measured with a
silicon drift detector. The two-dimensional distribution of 83Rb was measured using a 14 × 14 mm2
Timepix detector [57], as shown in figure 9. Combined with the depth distribution of the 83Rb ions
calculated with SRIM [58], we computed an average volume concentration of 3.8 × 1020 ions/cm3.
2.3.3 Beta-induced X-ray spectroscopy system
KATRIN will utilize a beta-induced X-ray spectroscopy (BIXS) system to measure the activity
of the tritium gas column inside the WGTS (section 2.1.2), with sensitivity to 0.1 % fluctuations
within approximately 100 s [59–61]. When electrons from tritium decay in the source section hit
the rear wall (section 2.1.1), they produce X-rays via scattering interactions. These X-rays are
observed in the BIXS systems. For the GKrS measurements (section 4) the setup was adapted and
simplified. A single BIXS detector was deployed on-axis with the WGTS beam tube at its rear
side. A gold-coated Be window of 250 µm total thickness with a 100 nm Au layer and a <10 nm Ti
intermediate layer was placed in front of the 100 mm2 windowless silicon drift detector3 to prevent
it from contamination. With this setup the source activity can be monitored on time scales of order
100 s. Characteristic X-ray lines in the spectrum enable calibration of the system in situ.
2.3.4 Forward beam monitor
The Forward BeamMonitor (FBM) [61–63] is used in KATRIN for monitoring the relative intensity
of the electron flux just before it enters the spectrometers (section 2.1.4), as shown in figure 1. The
FBM can measure the β-electron flux with a precision of 0.1 % in less than 60 s. β-spectra are
measured for later analysis.
3KETEK AXAS M with Amptek DP5 DPP.
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Figure 10. Two independent motion systems drive the FBM detector board around the entire cross section
of the flux tube in the CPS. The first system moves the front end linearly along the x-direction and the second
performs rotational movement. When the FBM is in standard monitoring position, it sits at the outer rim of
the flux tube and continuously measures the flux properties without shadowing the FPD.
A vacuum manipulator with a 2 m long bellows enables the FBM detector board to be inserted
directly into the flux tube in the CPS, at any radial position inside the beam tube (as shown in
figure 10). The FBM can be moved with a precision of better than 0.1 mm relative to its starting
position. During nominal KATRIN runs the detector will sit at the outer rim of the flux tube,
continuously monitoring the flux properties without shadowing the FPD. During the gaseous 83mKr
measurement phase the FBM was located slightly further inside the flux tube (see section 4.1).
The detector board is equippedwith two silicon p-i-n diodes; the diodes used during the gaseous
83mKr measurement phase had active areas of 0.5 mm2 and 0.008 mm2. The energy resolution is
approximatelyσFWHM = 2 keV for 83mKr and tritium electron energies. The energy threshold during
the gaseous 83mKr measurement phase was approximately 16 keV, and for nominal tritium runs the
energy threshold will be lowered to achieve high count rates for monitoring. The board also includes
a temperature gauge and a Hall sensor for additional monitoring of the flux tube properties.
2.3.5 Slow controls
The KATRIN slow-control system is divided into three domains: controls, monitoring and data
management. All three systems are continuously extended as new hardware components are added.
The control system ensures safe operation of critical components, such as the vacuum system,
heating and cooling of the spectrometers, the cryogenic infrastructure and tritium management,
and the source magnets. It uses programmable logic controller components from Siemens and is
implemented in the PCS7 framework [64] with a dedicated KATRIN library. It provides interlocks
for other devices that belong to the monitoring domain, such as the detector or high-voltage systems.
About 3100 sensors and actors are distributed over seven PCS7 stations andmanaged by three redun-
dant PCS7 servers. Seventeen client stations are installed for operation. An Open PCS7 OPC server
transfers about 2300 of these data streams for archival and usage in monitoring and data analysis.
The monitoring domain integrates components essential for the precise control and char-
acterization of the experimental status, such as the detector section, spectrometer magnets and
magnetic-field monitoring, spectrometer temperature monitoring, high voltage, and various source
calibration andmonitoring systems. These normally have lower safety requirements and are enabled
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by interlocks from the control systemwhere necessary; only these devices can be freely programmed
by ORCA scripts (section 2.1.6). The monitoring devices do not have strict automation-hardware
requirements, but need to meet collaboration specifications. Most monitoring systems are based
on standard automation components from National Instruments and are implemented with Lab-
View [65].
The slow-control data-management system continuously collects all relevant items for physics
and technical analysis. With a delay of one or two minutes, all data are provided via web servers to
the collaboration. The data management system uses the Advanced Data Extraction Infrastructure
(ADEI) [66, 67]. Intuitive graphical navigation enables both status checks and lookups of historical
data. To improve performance, we use intelligent aggregation techniques to distill a few thousand
data points from the millions that may span the time interval; caching techniques to speed data
access; and asynchronous communication between server and user. The complete plot-generation
time does not usually exceed 500 ms. The ADEI database is used to implement status displays
for various components and measurement phases, and the system provides data-access patterns to
correlate slow-control data and detector data.
3 First Light campaign
The First Light campaign was designed to demonstrate the electromagnetic operational readiness
of the KATRIN apparatus. It was the first time that electrons were guided through the whole source
and transport section into the spectrometers and onward to the detector. Here we used a simple setup
in which the rear section (section 2.1.1) was equipped with a gold-plated rear wall and simple UV
illumination (section 2.2.2). A rear-wall potential up to −110 V accelerated the electrons into the
WGTS (section 2.1.2), distributed radially and azimuthally in the beam tube. Instead of an electron
gun, an ion source, ELIOTT, was used, providing pencil beams of electrons and deuterium ions
(section 2.2.1). With three dipole electrodes in the DPS and four ring electrodes along the beamline
(section 2.1.3), the electric potential for ion drifting and blocking could be varied in a range up to
380 V. Since the focus of this campaign was the transport of electrons and ions, it was sufficient to
maintain the beamline vacuum with only a few TMPs along the transport section and a 4.5 K CPS
beam tube, resulting in an overall beamline pressure better than 10−6 mbar. The main spectrometer
(section 2.1.4), although unbaked, provided good vacuum conditions with a residual gas pressure
on the order of 10−9 mbar. For most of the measurements, the source and pinch magnetic fields
were set to BS = 0.72 T and BPCH = 1.2 T, respectively, corresponding to 20 % of their maximum
values. Other magnetic fields along the beamline were scaled accordingly. The pre-spectrometer
was maintained at ground potential.
Section 3.1 describes the electrons seen in the detector during this campaign. Section 3.2 sum-
marizes the alignment technique and results obtained, including the identification of an unexpected
beamline blocking potential. Section 3.3 gives the first KATRIN measurement of backgrounds
induced by a large electron flux. Section 3.4 demonstrates ion transport and detection in the FPD.
During neutrino-mass measurements, ions must be blocked or removed from the flux tube; sec-
tion 3.5 summarizes tests of active ion-blocking measures, while section 3.6 discusses the transport
of thermal ions.
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Figure 11. FPD pixel map of electrons originating from the rear wall. The color scale represents the rates of
the individual detector pixels. In this unusual configuration, the illumination of the FPD was inhomogeneous
and incomplete.
3.1 First electrons
The KATRIN experiment successfully reached a major milestone on 14 October 2016, when
electrons were transmitted along the completed KATRIN beamline for the first time. The low-
energy electrons were produced via the photoelectric effect at the rear wall and were adiabatically
guided to the FPD (section 2.1.5), where they were accelerated by a post-acceleration potential of
10 kV to rise above the detection threshold.
For technical reasons one of the DPS magnets was not operational during this measurement, so
the transported flux of electrons through the DPS was significantly reduced. The observed electron
flux at the FPD was reduced by operating the detector magnet at 1 % of its maximum value and
therefore distributing the electron signal over several pixels (see figure 11). The electron beam was
shifted inside themain spectrometer with the air coils [35] in order to center the beam on the detector.
3.2 Alignment and transport
Accurate alignment between the magnetic flux tube and the beamline minimizes electron loss be-
tween the source and the detector, and prevents the detection of electrons scattered onmetal surfaces.
The illuminated rear wall (section 2.2.2) served as an alignment electron source with a diameter
of 134 mm, covering the whole flux tube. Any collision between the flux tube and the beam tube
would then cast a sharp shadow onto the detector, distinguishable from unknown inhomogeneities
in the electron source. These shadows generally are localized in radius and in azimuth, but no axial
information is available. To locate any collisions along the axis, the electron beam from ELIOTT
(section 2.2.1) was used. The magnetic field was reduced section-wise, locally expanding the flux
tube, and the electron beam was moved with the WGTS dipole coils until it collided with the beam
tube in that section. The collision points were mapped onto the detector, and the radius of the flux
tube passing through this section was calculated from the last illuminated pixel. Subpixel accuracy
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was achieved due to the linear dependence between the pencil-beam shift on the wafer and the
dipole current. This method showed that there were no collisions of the nominal flux tube [68].
Not all electrons with energies below 100 eV were transmitted from the rear wall to the detector.
The blocking of these electrons was prominent in the lower part of the flux tube and showed a strong
dependence on the electron energy. Below 10 eV essentially no electrons were transmitted; above
100 eV all electrons were transmitted. Between these energies, the rate of transmitted electrons
increased with their energy.
A negative potential in the lower part of the beamline could explain this behavior. The axial
position of this unintended blocking potential was narrowed down to the region between the pre-
spectrometer and the main spectrometer. By applying a positive voltage to both ground electrodes
and to the connecting beam-tube element, the shadowing of the low-energy electrons could be elim-
inated. The exact location and the cause of the negative blocking voltage are not presently known,
but will be investigated during future commissioning measurements. Since the possible blocking
potential is limited to a small portion of the beamline, however, it will not reduce the final kinetic
energy of electrons that pass this region and enter the main spectrometer. At the same time, since it
is very small (<100 V) compared to the β-electron energy in the endpoint region (about 18.6 keV),
only β-electrons with a very small longitudinal momentum component will be blocked. For exam-
ple, if the blocking potential is located in the center of the downstream pre-spectrometer magnet,
blocked endpoint electrons have pitch angles greater than 85.8°. β-electrons with such large pitch
angles are already excluded from the KATRIN acceptance via magnetic reflection (section 2.1.4),
so this possible blocking potential will have no influence on the neutrino-mass measurements.
3.3 Backgrounds with electron source
In the standard KATRIN operational mode, positive ions will be created inside the beamline and
the spectrometer section due to ionization of residual gas molecules by the large flux of about 1010
β-electrons per second. These ions are non-adiabatically accelerated by the retarding potential
inside the main spectrometer (section 2.1.4) and ionize residual gas molecules in a region where β-
electrons are themselves reduced to very low energy. Secondary electrons produced in this process
will be magnetically guided to the FPD, where they will be detected with the same energy as the
surviving β-electrons.
In order to investigate this background mechanism, the UV irradiation system at the rear wall
(section 2.2.2) was reconfigured for an increased electron rate, approximately (1.6 ± 0.5) × 108 elec-
trons per second at an energy of 110 eV. The main-spectrometer background was then measured at
a nominal retarding potential of −18.6 kV. Without any UV irradiation, the reference background
was measured at (599 ± 4)mcps, with both the pre-spectrometer and its downstream ring electrode
(section 2.1.4) set to ground potential; withmaximumUV irradiation, the background increased by a
factor of four, to about 2.5 cps. This background was reduced significantly by applying 300 V to the
ring electrode, but it was still elevated at 705 mcps; we attribute the remaining excess to ionization
processes downstream of the ring electrode. Operating the pre-spectrometer at a negative potential,
−300 V, was sufficient to return the background rate to the reference value, with or without the addi-
tional ring electrode; this configuration blocked the low-energy electron flux and non-adiabatically
accelerated positive ions out of the flux tube, preventing them from entering the main spectrometer.
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Table 2. Background rate for different blocking configurations for ions and electrons, at the maximum
achieved photoelectron flux. The reference background without UV irradiation of the rear wall was
(599 ± 4)mcps.
Pre-spec. grounded Pre-spec. about −300 V
Ring-electrode ion blocking off (2530 ± 90)mcps (590 ± 20)mcps
Ring-electrode ion blocking 300 V (705 ± 17)mcps (589 ± 16)mcps
From these measurement results, summarized in table 2, we conclude that during the neutrino-
mass measurements the β-electrons will produce some background by ionization. However, due to
the different operating conditions for the neutrino-mass run (i.e., lower pressure, smaller ionization
cross section due to larger electron energy, and reduced electron reflection from the rear wall), this
background component is expected to be of order of 0.01 mcps with a grounded pre-spectrometer.
This is comparable with earlier results [28].
3.4 Detection of deuterium ions
Tritium ions, created in the WGTS by β-decay and ionization interactions, could cause significant
background if they enter the spectrometers. During tritium running, these ions will be blocked
and removed from the flux tube [69]. The ELIOTT ion source (section 2.2.1) was configured
to produce deuterium ions in order to test the basic functions of these planned ion-blocking and
ion-removal methods. The ion pencil beam was detected via ionization of residual gas in the
spectrometers (section 2.1.4). When the positive deuterium ions encountered the negative potential
of the spectrometers, they were accelerated non-adiabatically toward the vessel walls. On their
way across the unbaked spectrometers, they scattered on the residual gas, dominated by H2O. The
secondary electrons were then counted with the FPD as a linear proxy for the ion flux that entered
the spectrometers. Observation of relative rate changes allowed assessment of the ion-blocking and
ion-removal instruments in the beamline.
The ion detection efficiency was determined as
Eion = RFPDJion , (3.1)
where RFPD is the detected FPD rate and Jion is the ion current entering the main spectrometer.
With both spectrometers grounded, Jion was measured using a Faraday cup, instrumented with
PULCINELLA, in the FPD system (section 2.1.5). With the main spectrometer at −18.6 kV, a
residual H2O pressure of order 10−9 mbar, and with ions of about 30 eV of kinetic energy, we found
E = (1.18 ± 0.05) × 10−4 FPD counts per ion, quoting only statistical uncertainty.
3.5 Test of active methods for ion blocking and removal
The deuterium ions were blocked successfully with positive potential on the four beamline ring
electrodes. Suppression factors of at least ∼155 (transport-section electrodes), 43 and 130 (pre-
spectrometer electrodes) were measured, limited primarily by the ion flux and the measurement
background.
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Figure 12. Pixel view of the secondary-electron rate at the FPD as a DPS dipole electrode was used to
drift the ion beam. The ion beam was shifted to the left with increasing electrode voltage. The evolution of
specific features needs more detailed investigation.
With the ring electrodes off, the ion pencil beam produced a hot spot on the FPD pixels,
which could be moved with an ®E × ®B drift induced by the dipole electrodes in the transport section
(section 2.1.3). The hotspot dissolved quickly and the complex pattern of the FPD pixels does not
allow the drift distance of the pencil beam to be determined for a specific dipole electrode voltage.
In agreement with analytical estimates, the 2 eV ions were completely removed when one approxi-
mately 1 m long dipole electrode was set to about −360 V in a magnetic field of approximately 1 T.
The negative potential of the pre-spectrometer can also reduce the ion flux into the main
spectrometer by accelerating the ions non-adiabatically toward the vessel walls. When the pre-
spectrometer was set to −1 kV, the flux of 2 eV ions was reduced by a factor of about 741.
3.6 Beamline blocking of thermal ions
Ions with thermal energies were blocked in the beamline. The blocking was discovered in the
ion energy spectrum which was measured by gradually increasing the positive blocking potential
provided by a single DPS dipole electrode in monopole mode. The differential spectrum shows
a peak at the ELIOTT electrode voltage, but no Maxwell-Boltzmann peak at energies <1 eV as
would have been expected due to thermalization in the dense deuterium gas at room temperature in
ELIOTT. However, a sharp peak, separated from background by one order of magnitude, appeared
when the ions were given an energy offset of about 2 eV by setting the ELIOTT hull to 4 V and
the rear wall to 2 V. Clearly, ions with energies .1 eV were blocked in the beamline by a small
positive potential. The most likely explanation are work-function differences of order 100 meV
along the beamline, as expected due to different beamline materials and adsorption of residual gas
on the surface. An alternative explanation is a local positive charge on the insulated cables within
the DPS flux tube, charged up to 120 V by the previously drifted ion beam and producing a cut-off
coincidentally on the order of the expected work-function effect.
Thermal-ion blocking during the neutrino-mass measurements would lead to an accumulation
of ions inside the WGTS, and the increased plasma density could affect the β-electron energy via
time-varying electric fields during plasma instabilities. As a result of these measurements, a fourth
dipole electrode was inserted into the first DPS beam-tube element to remove stored ions as close
as possible to the WGTS. This electrode will be tested in future commissioning experiments.
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4 Gaseous 83mKr campaign
Gaseous 83mKr mixed into the tritium gas in the WGTS can be used to determine plasma properties
of the tritium source with high accuracy. For instance, modifications of the well-known conversion-
electron line shapes can reveal charging effects in the source gas that would affect the measurement
of the tritium β-spectrum. The gaseous 83mKr campaign described in this section serves as a first
reference run of 83mKr spectroscopy without any additional carrier gas inside the source section, in
order to characterize theKATRIN apparatus with respect to high-voltage operation and temperature-
dependent source properties. A dedicated krypton generator (section 2.2.3) was installed at the
front pumping chamber of the WGTS (section 2.1.2), injecting 83mKr into a beam tube maintained
at 100 K; this temperature is well above krypton freezeout at pressures below 100 mbar [12].
The 4.5 K CPS beam-tube surface (section 2.1.3) maintained an in-beamline pressure of less than
1 × 10−8 mbar, so that additional pumpingwith TMPswas not necessary. Tomonitor source activity,
a single BIXS system (section 2.3.3) was connected at the rear of the source tube. In addition,
the FBM (section 2.3.4) was operated inside the CPS, nondestructively measuring electron signals
and magnetic fields throughout the measurement cycle. In order to differentiate signals originating
from the WGTS and DPS, the initial energy of the decay electrons in the DPS (section 2.1.3) was
decreased with four dipole electrodes at 350 V. Ion blocking was realized by holding three ring
electrodes, all upstream of the pre-spectrometer, at a constant potential of 200 V. The vacuum-
baked main spectrometer (section 2.1.4), at an ultimate pressure on the order of 10−11 mbar, was
used to analyze the 83mKr spectrum; the unbaked pre-spectrometer was held at ground potential.
The monitor spectrometer (section 2.3.2) was operated in parallel.
Below, we report on early results from this commissioning campaign. Section 4.1 describes
the characteristics of the electrons observed in three beamline detectors: the FPD, the FBM, and
the BIXS system. Section 4.2 reports on a study of the observed 83mKr activity and its distribution
within the beamline, based on FPD data. Qualitative information about the line shapes, including
sample integrated spectra, is given in section 4.3. Section 4.4 demonstrates the achieved system
stability along the entire beamline.
4.1 First electrons
Throughout the gaseous 83mKr campaign, three detector systems were operational along the KA-
TRIN beamline. The FPD (section 2.1.5) observed electron spectra produced by energy scans
with the main spectrometer (section 2.1.4), and the two monitoring systems (BIXS, section 2.3.3,
and FBM, section 2.3.4) observed electron and X-ray spectra originating directly from the WGTS
(section 2.1.2). These overlapping detection methods provided an overall picture of the first 83mKr
electrons within KATRIN, and allowed studies of the source-activity stability during the measure-
ment 83mKr campaign (section 4.4.2).
The FPD detected electrons transmitted through the main spectrometer. For a given spectrom-
eter setting, an average count rate was determined for each FPD pixel. For this analysis, a region of
interest was defined for the measured electron energy Ee and charge q, according to eq. (4.1):
Ei + q(UPAE +UBIAS) − 3 keV ≤ Ee ≤ Ei + q(UPAE +UBIAS) + 2 keV, (4.1)
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Figure 13. FPD pixel map of electrons originating from the GKrS with region-of-interest cut for the M1-32
line (expected energy 31.9 keV). Electrons of other conversion lines are also included conditioned by the cut
range. The color scale represents the rate on the FPD; the arrow shows the FBM direction of motion when
entering the beamline. A homogeneous irradiation of almost all detector pixels was observed.
where Ei is the expected conversion-electron energy for the scanned line, UPAE = 10 kV the post-
acceleration voltage (section 2.1.5) andUBIAS = 0.12 kV the bias voltage of the FPD. The asymmet-
ric range accounts for electron energy loss in the insensitive dead layer. A pixel map of the measured
rates in a typical run is shown in figure 13. A homogeneous irradiation of almost all detector pixels
was observed. The outer two pixel rings show a decreased rate indicating the flux tube boundary.
A slight misalignment of the flux tube is noticeable at the bottom left border of the FPD image.
The FBMmeasured electron spectra in the vicinity of the outer rim of the flux tube in the CPS,
before energy filtering in the main spectrometer. During the gaseous 83mKr campaign this location
mapped to FPD pixel 100, resulting in a slight shadowing on the FPD as shown in figure 13. The
temperature and magnetic field were also measured during the gaseous 83mKr campaign at this
location in the beam. For each analysis run, an average count rate was calculated from the krypton
spectra measured by the p-i-n diodes after applying an energy threshold of 30 keV. In section 4.4.2,
we analyze the stability of this count rate in comparison to FPD and BIXS data.
The BIXS system is intended to measure X-ray events produced by bremsstrahlung of β-
electrons. During the gaseous krypton measurements this was not the dominant X-ray production
mechanism; as seen in figure 14, the continuum was suppressed in the spectrum, which was
dominated by characteristic lines. One of these originated from the 9.4 keV γ-decay. The X-ray
peakswith the highest count rateswere associated eitherwith 83mKr orwith iron, nickel or chromium,
the most prominent components of the stainless steel comprising the WGTS beam tube. Two low-
amplitude peaks originated from the gold and aluminum of the electric contacts on the silicon chip.
During each analysis run, an integrated count rate was obtained by summing over all data channels.
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Figure 14. Accumulated X-ray spectrum from three days of measurement. The detector was calibrated in
situ by fitting the 83mKr Kα, the 9.4 keV γ, and the Fe Kα peaks. For the three most prominent peaks the fits
were performed asymmetrically because of their low-energy Compton tails. For energies above 15 keV only
background was measured.
4.2 Distribution of 83mKr gas and source activity
We checked our understanding of the source activity by estimating the FPD count rate due to
the 32 keV transition, starting with the 1.0 GBq activity of the 83Rb source and applying known
reduction factors. The metastable state 83mKr is produced in this decay with a probability of
74 % [70]. The 83Rb was embedded in zeolite beads (section 2.2.3), and between 80 % and 90 %
of the 83mKr diffused out as determined in earlier tests [48]. The FPD electron-detection efficiency
was taken as 95.0 % ± 1.8 % stat. ± 2.2 % sys. [39]. The branching ratio of 83mKr decay to the M-32
and N-32 lines was taken as 11 % [70].
Finally, there was an additional reduction associated with the distribution of the 83mKr inside
the beam-tube volume: only those electrons created inside the magnetic flux tube and emitted
within the maximum accepted pitch angle were guided to the detector. To determine these factors,
we performed simulations with a modified version of MolFlow+ [71, 72] that enables the tracking
of radioactive atoms in molecular flow and the determination of decay positions. The simulation
included a detailed model of the transport section along with the temperature T of each element.
The mean sojourn time of atoms on a surface,
τdes = τ0eEB/(RT ), (4.2)
was implemented with literature values for the binding energies EB for gold and stainless-steel
surfaces [73, 74]. The universal gas constant R, the temperature T and the period of the sticking
particle’s oscillation perpendicular to the surface τ0 = 1 × 10−13 s [75] are well known. The sticking
coefficients of 83mKr cryosorption on stainless steel and on gold, which give the probabilities that
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Figure 15. Lateral distribution of 83mKr decays inside the magnetic flux tube, as simulated with MolFlow+.
The positions along the beam tube axis z are given in KATRIN coordinates, with the origin in the center of
the main spectrometer. Towards the CPS, which was the only active pump in this configuration, the number
of decays decreased. The significant peaks were located at the pumping port positions of the beam line. Here
the magnetic flux tube widened, increasing the number of decays within — although the excess is ultimately
removed from the acceptance by the magnetic-mirror effect.
83mKr sticks to these surfaces, were set to 1 since no literature values exist. Of the simulated 83mKr
atoms only 0.26 % were found to decay in the magnetic flux tube. For those decays, the distribution
along the beam-tube axis is plotted in figure 15. The simulated average probability of a conversion
electron being emitted within the maximum accepted pitch angle is 12.9%.
Applying these reduction factors to the 83mKr activity of 1.0GBq, we reached an expected
count rate of approximately 22.0 kcps for the M-32 and N-32 lines. A measurement of electrons
from all such lines yielded a count rate of (23.566±0.013stat.) kcps, a satisfactory level of agreement.
In addition to the unknown sticking coefficients, the analysis does not account for reductions in the
effective flux-tube volume due to misalignment.
During thesemeasurements, therewas no pumping in theWGTSorDPS, sowe also investigated
how the 83mKr decays were distributed between these sections. For one measurement phase, both
half-shells of the electric dipole elements in the DPS were set to 350 V, shifting the electrons
coming from this region to lower energies. Later, to exclusively measure the decays from the DPS,
the dipole elements were set to −350 V. Simulations, performed with the Kassiopeia software
package [76], showed that, in those portions of the flux tube inside the DPS pumping ports, the
electric potential went down to nearly 0 V. Therefore, it is only possible to compare count rate
ratios originating from different starting potentials, instead of completely separating decays from
the WGTS and the DPS. We note that, with differential pumping operational during neutrino-mass
running, the tritium decay rate from the DPS will be negligible.
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Combining the MolFlow+ and the Kassiopeia simulations, a (15.4±0.6stat.) times higher count
rate was expected to come from regions of the beam tube with zero electric potential than from
regions with potential near −350 V. In comparative measurements of the L3-32 line with positive
and negative polarity of the dipole voltage (±350 V), this factor was found to be 14.0 ± 2.4stat., in
good agreement with the simulation. The residual discrepancy is likely due to the relatively low
statistics of the simulation, and to the unknown 83mKr cryosorption sticking coefficients.
4.3 Line shapes
The complete 83mKr conversion-electron spectrum was measured using the main spectrometer with
an energy resolution (eq. (2.2)) of ∆E/E = 2.7 × 10−4 T/4.2 T, corresponding to about ∆E =
1.15 eV for the K-32 line. The retarding-potential step size and measurement time per voltage step
were adjusted for each line based on its natural width and relative intensity.
The integral spectrum of the K-32 line is shown in figure 16. The typical transmission function
of a MAC-E spectrometer (eq. (2.1)) assumes a mono-energetic source. In contrast, the K-32 line
features a relatively large natural line width (approximately 2.7 eV [77]). This results in a smearing
of the otherwise sharply defined transmission edges (compare figure 3), which is especially visible
towards the edge of the spectral shape where the slowly decreasing Lorentzian tails of the K-32 line
come into effect. Hence, the measured spectrum shows the shape expected from aMAC-E filter ob-
serving an isotropic electron source [78] and therefore demonstrates the spectrometer’s high energy
resolution. With a full and careful treatment of the spectrometer transmission function, as well as en-
ergy losses in transport, a differential spectrummay be extracted from this integral measurement. A
forthcoming publication [79] will present differential spectra measured during the GKrS campaign.
A notable feature was observed when measuring 9.4 keV conversion electrons. The decay of
83mKr to its ground state involves a cascade of two transitions. Multiple Auger electrons are emitted
in the de-excitation of the atomic shell after the first internal conversion, and the krypton atom is
thus left in a possibly highly ionized state. Due to the low density of the krypton gas in our source
and to the short half-life of the remaining nuclear excited state (about 150 ns [70]), there was not
enough time for the atom to neutralize before the second nuclear transition occurred. Thus, the
corresponding conversion electrons had different kinetic energies, depending on the ionization state
of the krypton atom. Amultiplet of lines thus emerged in the gaseous 83mKr spectrum, as previously
described by Decman and Stoeﬄ [80]. Figure 17 shows part of the integral spectrum of the multiplet
structure, corresponding to the L-shell electrons and measured with the main spectrometer.
4.4 System stability
The system stability during the gaseous 83mKr campaign governed the reliability of analysis and
results of the measured data. Long-term stability analyses were performed on 83mKr activity as
measured in the generator (section 4.4.1) and in the detectors (section 4.4.2), and on the 83mKr line
position and width (section 4.4.3). The results of long-term stability analyses for other device pa-
rameters (section 4.4.4), high-frequency stability analysis on the high-voltage system (section 4.4.5),
and continuous observation of monitor-spectrometer data (section 4.4.6) may also be applied to the
CKrS measurement campaign (section 5).
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Figure 16. Integral spectrum of the K-32 line obtained with the gaseous 83mKr source. The horizontal axis
gives the absolute value of the retarding-potential reading, corrected for the mean potential depression at the
analyzing plane as seen by the bullseye pixels (section 2.1.4). The retarding-potential step size was 0.5 V
and the measurement time at each step was 60 s. The electron counts were summed over the four bullseye
FPD pixels.
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Figure 17. The multiplet structure of the 9.4 keV conversion electrons obtained with the gaseous 83mKr
source. The retarding-potential step size was 1 V and the measurement time at each step was 18 s. The
electron counts were summed over the four bullseye FPD pixels. An offset corresponding to the mean
potential depression at the analyzing plane (cp. section 2.1.4), as seen by the inner pixels, was applied to
the retarding potential reading. The dotted vertical line indicates the energy of the high-intensity L1-9.4
transition in a neutral krypton atom.
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4.4.1 Activity stability in GKrS generator
The production of gaseous 83mKr in the generator followed the 83Rb decay curve with its half-life
of 86.2 d [70], so the 83mKr activity was expected to decrease roughly 1 % per day, assuming stable
emanation as previously demonstrated [47]. The source activity was measured at the generator
using a γ-ray spectroscopy method [47, 48], for which an Amptek X-123 X-ray spectrometer with
a Si drift detector was installed with a view of the generator chamber. The spectrometer detected K
X-rays and 32.2 keV γs from decay of 83mKr gas within the generator.
At the beginning of the measurement campaign, this spectrometer measured ±0.8 % fluctua-
tions in gaseous 83mKr activity over two hours. Immediately after the valve was opened between the
generator and the WGTS, the amount of gaseous 83mKr inside the generator dropped precipitously,
resulting in a K X-ray rate reduction by a factor of 152. With more limited statistics, the observed
activity fluctuations were at the ±8 % level. In both cases, the observed fluctuations were approxi-
mately a factor of twohigher than expected fromcounting statistics. Beamline detectors— theBIXS,
FBM, and FPD—were used to monitor the overall activity stability with the valve open, as reported
in section 4.4.2. The FPD also established a ±0.8 % activity fluctuation level in 83mKr activity.
4.4.2 Count-rate stability
The relative count rates from the three KATRIN detector systems are shown in figure 18. During the
gaseous 83mKr campaign two hardware changes were made, modifying the electron flux intensity
and distribution: a one-time increase of the amount of 83mKr introduced from the generator to the
source, and a 16-hour period in which the magnetic field in the WGTS was lowered to 50 % of its
nominal value. The times of these hardware changes are indicated by the vertical lines in figure 18.
When the intensity of the 83mKr source was increased, all three detector systems observed an
approximately fivefold increase in count rate. The BIXS system is also sensitive to rate changes
happening on a time scale of 1000 s, due to manual adjustments of the regulation valve at the 83mKr
generator. The FPD and FBM observed lower count rates during the overnight measurements with
lower magnetic field in the WGTS. The lower count rate is due to a combination of the lower
acceptance angle of electrons from the source and the smaller, more focused electron flux tube.
This second effect is radially dependent, slightly increasing the count rate towards the center of the
flux tube, and strongly decreasing the count rate towards the outside of the flux tube. The FBM
observed an approximate 50 % decrease in count rate at the outer edge (equivalent to pixel 100
on the FPD; see figure 13), while the FPD observed an approximate 20 % overall decrease. As
expected, the BIXS system, which imaged the full WGTS flux tube by measuring X-rays, observed
no effect from the lower magnetic field settings in the WGTS.
4.4.3 Line stability in FPD
The FPD (section 2.1.5) measured a differential spectrum of electrons that passed the energy
threshold set by the main spectrometer, with an intrinsic energy resolution on the order of a
few keV (FWHM). Higher-energy 83mKr lines could thus be reconstructed by the FPD from main-
spectrometer scans of lower-energy lines. We studied the positions andwidths of these reconstructed
lines to search for instabilities in detector performance and the experimental energy scale.
For this stability analysis, eight runs scanning the M1-32 line were selected, spanning both
the GKrS and CKrS campaigns. A fit to the peak’s position revealed that though there is some
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Figure 18. Normalized relative count rates from three KATRIN detector systems during the gaseous 83mKr
campaign. FPD data, at a 0.27 mT setting, are shown in black circles; FBM data are shown in blue squares;
andBIXS data are shown in red dots. The data from all three detectors are normalized to one in their respective
stable regions. Vertical lines indicate hardware changes during the campaign. All three detectors observed
approximately a fivefold increase in count rate when the 83mKr source intensity was increased (green line).
The FPD and FBM observed a decrease in count rate (approximately 20 % and 50 %, respectively) when the
WGTS had a lowered magnetic field (gray lines), while BIXS was insensitive to the WGTS magnetic field.
Statistical errors in FPD and FBM data are too small to be visible. BIXS data-taking was stopped on 7 July.
fluctuation at the 1 % level, there was no cohesive pattern or trend. These fluctuations are not large
enough to affect the energy region of interest, so this stability result is satisfactory.
4.4.4 Device stability
Themagnetic field, temperature, and pressure were examined in different sections of the experiment.
In theWGTS the relative stability (i.e., the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the data set)
of the magnetic field was better than 2 × 10−5 on an hourly basis, based on the current readouts of
the superconducting magnets. The hourly temperature stability was 1 × 10−4. The relative stability
values over the whole GKrS campaign of 7 days are 2 × 10−5 for the magnets and 1.2 × 10−3 for
the temperature, demonstrating the long-term stability of WGTS operation.
The stabilities of the CPS and pre-spectrometer magnets were analyzed in the same way,
resulting in relative stabilities of better than 7 × 10−4 over the entire run. The pressure in the main
spectrometer showed a relative stability of 7.4 × 10−2, reflecting the very low mean pressure in
the denominator; the baﬄe temperature, essential for background reduction, was stable to within
1.7 × 10−3. Stability values were comparable during the CKrS measurement phase (section 4).
The apparatus operated within specifications during these measurement periods, and we do not
expect device instability to significantly affect count rates.
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Figure 19. The L3-32 relative line position measured at the monitor spectrometer with the implanted
83Rb/83mKr HOPG source during the GKrS and CKrS campaigns.
4.4.5 High-voltage ripple
During thesemeasurements, the high-voltage systemwas usedwithout the post-regulation system, as
described in section 2.3.1. The ripple-probe of the post-regulationwas read out with an oscilloscope,
showing a 50Hz sine wave with an amplitude of 0.19V at 17 kV and 0.21V at 30 kV [88],
respectively. These values were subsequently used for spectrum analysis.
The ripple could also be estimated from FPD count-rate fluctuations, providing an independent
cross-check for the oscilloscope estimation. However, the sensitivity was limited by lack of statistics
and by fluctuations of the grid cycles. A dedicated ripple measurement with a new cycle recorder
is planned for future measurement campaigns.
4.4.6 Monitor-spectrometer data
The stability of the L3-32 line position was also investigated at the monitor spectrometer (sec-
tion 2.3.2) to verify the stability of the high-voltage system. This line was periodically measured
during line scans and reference runs within the 30 465 V–30 480 V range, between measurements
of other 83mKr lines using the main spectrometer. For the entire measurement campaign with both
sources, a single implanted 83Rb/83mKr source with an 8 keV implantation energy was used. The
line was fit with a Doniach-Sunjic line shape [81] convolved with a Gaussian function and with the
calculated spectrometer transmission function. The fit of the L3-32 integral spectra was performed
with theMoSFitter software package [82]. The variation in line position in these spectra fell into
the interval of ±50 meV for each of the GKrS and CKrS campaigns, as shown in figure 19. The
variation meets the KATRIN design requirements [11].
The line positions in figure 19 were fit with a straight line by the least-squares method. As
a result the mean line-position drift was determined to be (14.0 ± 15.6)meV/month for the GKrS
and CKrS campaigns combined; the measurement period of only one week for each source type
was too short to obtain a more precise value.
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5 Condensed 83mKr campaign
As described in section 2.2.4, a dedicated condensed krypton source (CKrS) will be available for
routine calibration of high-voltage properties during neutrino-mass operations. This source was
tested and characterized in situ in July 2017, just after the gaseous krypton measurement campaign
described in section 4. Since the source is mounted on the CPS, upstream portions of the beamline
(the rear section, the WGTS, and the DPS) were separated by closed valves and shut down. The
CPS beam tube was operated at 4.6 K, maintaining a beamline pressure of order 10−9 mbar. The
spectrometers and focal-plane detector were operated at 10−11 mbar; the pre-spectrometer was
maintained at ground potential. The monitor spectrometer was operated as a reference.
Section 5.1 describes first light from the CKrS in the FPD as well as demonstrating source
motion. Qualitative information about the line shapes is given in section 5.2. Rate stability is
reported in section 5.3.
5.1 First electrons
During the CKrS campaign several radioactive krypton films were prepared by first cleaning the
substrate via heating and laser ablation before freezing on the krypton. Then the valve to the 83Rb
generator was left open for continously condensing fresh 83mKr to achieve a stable count rate. This
sequence was repeated for a total of three times. For each film, energy scans of the emitted electrons
were performed and the filtered electrons were registered at the FPD.
For the very first measurements with the CKrS, the substrate was inserted into the beamline
and the valve to the 83Rb generator was opened to prepare the first film. Radioactive 83mKr moved
slowly through the capillary towards the 26 K substrate where it condensed and eventually decayed.
The operation of the CKrS elevated the measured background to about 20 cps due to decays of
uncondensed 83mKr in the CPS and spectrometer volumes. The CKrS itself produced a much
higher rate, with about 2000 cps initially observed in the FPD even with the main spectrometer set
to a high retarding voltage of 31.2 kV as a detector-safety precaution. The electron rate increased as
an increasing amount of krypton was frozen onto the substrate, and saturated over time (section 5.3).
Using the FPD, the source could be aligned so that it was located in the center of the flux tube, as
shown in figure 20 (left). After this basic proof of principle, the main spectrometer was used to
scan the lines of the 83mKr spectrum.
The construction of the CKrS permits vertical and horizontal positioning of the active source
area anywhere within the cross section of the magnetic flux tube (section 2.2.4). During operation,
the CKrS substrate region was positioned in the center of the beam tube as a starting position. At the
beginning of the CKrS measurement campaign the positioning system was tested and proved fully
operational. Figure 20 (right) displays four different positions of the substrate with a condensed
83mKr film as it illuminated the FPD. In each case the hit pattern indicated a clear center of events,
with the distribution of pixels reflecting the extent (2 cm in diameter) of the substrate.
5.2 Line shapes
The full high-resolution 83mKr conversion electron spectrum was measured during the CKrS cam-
paign. The condensed source showed a much higher rate per illuminated pixel than the GKrS, but
only a few pixels were illuminated at a time. With the CKrS centrally positioned, and once the rate
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Figure 20. FPD pixel map of electron events originating from the CKrS. Left: hit pattern produced by the
CKrS after it was aligned with the center of the beamline for a scan of the M2-32 and M3-32 lines. Right: a
mosaic showing K-32 line scans at four different CKrS positions resulting in different areas of the detector
being illuminated. The color scale represents the hit rate on the FPD (cps).
had stabilized, the spectral lines were scanned with 0.5 V steps upwards and downwards. Over the
course of the measurement campaign the three different films were used to scan all spectral lines of
the 9.4 (L, M, and N) and 32 keV (K, L, M, and N) transitions. Most lines were scanned with an
analyzing plane magnetic field of 0.27 mT. With this magnetic-field setting, the main-spectrometer
energy resolution (as given by eq. (2.2)) was ∆E = 2.06 eV for 32 keV electrons. For the narrow N
lines, the voltage steps were decreased to 0.1 V, and a lower magnetic field of 0.1 mT was used to
improve to the energy resolution to ∆E = 0.8 eV for 32 keV electrons.
Figure 21 shows the integrated measurement of the N2 and N3 doublet with sub-eV resolution.
This demonstrates that the CKrS could provide a sufficient rate of conversion electrons even for
lines with low intensity, as the combined branching ratio to these two lines is about 0.75 % [77].
5.3 CKrS system stability
In addition to the normal line scans, special runs were taken during the campaign to investigate
the time dependence of the conversion-electron rate. In contrast to spectroscopic measurements,
the retarding potential of the main spectrometer was kept at a fixed value of 31.21 keV during
these stability runs, each with a run length of 5–10 min. After a new film was prepared, we found
that it took approximately 15 hours for the rate to stabilize, as shown in figure 22. By design,
during calibration measurements using the CKrS, the source is situated in the beamline and blocks
electrons from the WGTS. Hence, neutrino-mass measurements cannot be performed at the same
time. As a result of the findings described here, new 83mKr films will be condensed outside of the
flux tube about 15 hours before their use for calibration, thus minimizing measurement downtime.
We also studied the behavior of the activity over longer time scales, taking stability runs over
more than 140 hours. As shown in figure 22, the rate trend A(t) after stabilization followed the
decay of the 83Rb generator over time t:
A(t) = λ · N0 · exp (−λ · t) , (5.1)
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Figure 21. Rate trend of theN2 andN3 line doublet of the 32 keV transitionmeasured at the FPD, versus the ab-
solute value of the retarding potential in the analyzing plane. Since the CKrS illuminated a small portion of the
whole detector wafer, only events from the four central pixels are included. The energy values were corrected
to reflect the mean potential at the central pixels (section 2.1.4) while other corrections (e.g., work-function
differences between source substrate and main spectrometer) are left to a forthcoming detailed analysis.
where N0 represents the initial activity after stabilization. The best-fit half-life of t1/2 = ln 2/λ =
(86.5 ± 2.6) d is in agreement with the literature value of (86.2 ± 0.1) d [70], within statistical
uncertainties. Only the data points after 40 hours were used in the fit, to ensure an equilibrium state
between the 83mKr gas flow through the capillary and the decay rate on the substrate.
6 Discussion and conclusion
Precision spectroscopy of tritium β-decay in the kinematic endpoint region is a sensitive and
model-independent means of probing the absolute neutrino-mass scale. The currently most mature
technique, based on a strong gaseous molecular tritium source and a large electrostatic spectrometer
of MAC-E filter type, is used by the KATRIN experiment with the goal of improving the present
sensitivity on mν¯e, eff by an order of magnitude to 0.2 eV (90 % CL). KATRIN is currently preparing
for the start of a five-year measurement phase, in which it will collect the necessary statistics to
reach its sensitivity goal.
With the arrival of the last major system components on site by autumn 2015, the complex
KATRIN experimental facility has been completed after an extensive construction and assembly
period. Integration of the full beamline, comprising source and transport units as well as the spec-
trometer and detector section, was accomplished in 2016. While accounts of the characterization
of individual components have been given elsewhere (for instance in [13, 20, 38]), in this work we
report on first commissioning results using the entire 70-meter beamline of the experiment. The
corresponding measurements were performed in two major operational runs. In autumn 2016, the
First Light campaign utilized 100 eV photoelectrons from the rear section to establish obstruction-
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Figure 22. Change of the activity of the CKrS after film preparation, as measured with the FPD. The earliest
data points show that it took about 15 h for the rate to stabilize after a new film began to condense onto the
substrate. The later data points were fitted with an exponential decay for the activity, as shown by the line.
free electron transport without adiabaticity losses over the full distance on to the main detector.
In the same measurement phase, a source of non-radioactive ions was used to mimic the creation
of positive ions in the tritium source, allowing thorough testing of ion transport, detection and
removal concepts. Building on the First Light results, we conducted further system characterization
measurements during a two-week campaign in July 2017 with monoenergetic conversion electrons
from the decay of 83mKr.
The measurements were carried out using three different and complementary realizations of
krypton sources: an implanted 83mKr source attached to the monitor spectrometer (equipping a
secondary beamline which is connected to the same retarding potential as the main spectrometer),
gaseous 83mKr injected into the beam tube of the windowless gaseous source cryostat, and finally
a condensed 83mKr source inserted at the source-side entrance of the spectrometer section. The
data presented here comprise about five days of measurement each with the gaseous and condensed
83mKr sources, and regular parallel runs taken with the implanted source at the monitor spectrometer
throughout the entire period. This mode of data-taking not only allowed testing, for the first time,
of the operation of the gaseous and condensed krypton sources as well as of the front and rear beam
monitor instrumentation, but it also exercised the transition between operational modes as will be
required during routine running of KATRIN.
It is worth emphasizing the dual purpose of the krypton measurement campaign: while serving
as a commissioning run for the various krypton sources to be routinely used for systematics control
during neutrino-mass runs, it likewise allowed us to exploit the unique properties of the mono-
energetic and isotropically emitted conversion electrons from a nuclear standard to characterize
the precision MAC-E filter as well as overall system alignment and stability. The wide span of
conversion electron lines from 83mKr between 7 keV and 32 keV, at natural line widths on the order
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of just a few eV, provides an ideal tool for such instrumental tests. The results of these analyses
are reported in this article. Moreover, these measurements enabled us to develop and test a novel
calibration method for the absolute energy scale [88]. First spectroscopic analyses of the conversion
electron lines will be reported in [79].
We find that the MAC-E filter of the KATRIN main spectrometer works as a precision in-
strument with sharp energy resolution and excellent transmission characteristics, fulfilling the
demanding requirements for the neutrino mass scan of the tritium β-spectrum around 18.6 keV.
These findings are also an important basis for KATRIN’s extended physics program which encom-
passes, for example, the search for potential signatures of light sterile neutrinos a few eV away from
the spectral endpoint (see, e.g., [83–85]), and the TRISTAN detector as a future extension of the
KATRIN setup to look for keV-scale sterile neutrinos in the high-rate part deep down in the β-decay
spectrum [86, 87].
All systems involved in the measurement chain — from the temperature stabilization of the
source beam tube and the precision high-voltage feed for the retarding potential, to the focal-plane
detector and data-acquisition systems — demonstrate stability and performance well within (and
often even surpassing) specifications. These accomplishments provide the foundation for the start
of tritium data-taking with KATRIN.
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